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qualified by the C_TFG50_2011 certification, you will enjoy
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time.
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Answer:

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
How many letters do you have to enter for the auto-complete to
work?
A. 0
B. 1
C. l
D. 2
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference: Auto complete will begin to auto prompt
on the first keystroke.

NEW QUESTION: 3
As part of your implementation of a new course, you will
deliver pilot programs to a small group of learners in your
organization. Which of the following are the two types of pilot
programs that an organization can use within ADDIE?
A. Mock program and management-driven format
B. Instructor-to-instructor format and instructor-to-peer
format
C. Identical program format and abbreviated program format
D. Job-sampling program and abbreviated program format
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Answer option C is correct.
There are two generally accepted approaches to hosting pilot
training: Identical program format and abbreviated program
format.
Answer option A is incorrect. These are not valid types of
program formats. The two that are used with ADDIE
implementation are identical program format and abbreviated
program format.
Answer option B is incorrect. These are not valid types of
program formats. The two that are used with ADDIE
implementation are identical program format and abbreviated
program format.
Answer option D is incorrect. These are not valid types of
program formats. The two that are used with ADDIE
implementation are identical program format and abbreviated
program format.
Reference: Professional in Human Resources Certification Guide,
Sybex, ISBN: 978-0-470-43096-5.
Chapter 5: Human Resource Development. Official PHR and SPHR
Certification Guide, HR Certification Institute, ISBN:
978-1-586-44149-4, Section III, The US Body of Knowledge.
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